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Introduction 

 

With respect to financial practice operations, there exists a certain level of sameness in 

the financial advisory profession; financial advisors presenting themselves pretty much 

in the same way to their clients as many others. This sameness extends to different 

venues of operations, such as communications, meetings, etc. The reasons behind this 

sameness may be many, but essentially may revolve around the financial advisor’s lack 

of time, expertise, resources or staff to handle a more creative approach to the 

operations of their practice.  

The client’s experience with a financial advisor can have a major impact on that 

practice. Positive experiences can lead to higher levels of referrals and heightened 

client retention. Negative experiences can result in client defections. Thus, one key to 

growing a financial practice can be found in how consistently and well the client is 

handled. Often, it is the little things that count the most. Yet, some advisors fail to 

realize the potential impact of enhancing the client experience on their practice growth 

and profitability.  

This white paper explores the tools and techniques that can develop consistent client 

experiences as well as researches the potential impact of enhanced client experiences 

on the financial practice. It will also study the possible roadblocks to achieving this along 

with ways to overcome those obstacles. Interviews with actual users along with 

discussions with key employees of the Redtail CRM solution are also included. 
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The	Dilemmas	
 

Certainly, one of the roadblocks to consistent client experiences is a lack of efficiency in 

the operations of a financial advisor’s practice. Something as benign as having to type 

the same information over and over again can lead to data entry errors, which requires 

additional time and attention to make corrections. With respect to sending out letters to 

clients, where each letter is essentially the same (such as a quarterly account review 

letter or similar), typing every letter one-by-one can be time consuming, prone to errors 

and essentially monotonous for that advisor’s staff (which can also lead to sloppy work 

and errors).  

Imagine if you will, how a client might feel if you sent out a letter to him/her addressed to 

a deceased spouse. This sort of error is usually associated with inadequate records 

management. Sending out a letter detailing a client’s account details only to later 

discover that a different client’s information was mailed by mistake can not only point to 

inefficient operations, but result in a serious breach of compliance rules, not to mention 

privacy, and could cost the financial advisor dearly. (Fines, lawsuits, suspensions, etc.) 

Failing to remember a special date (birthday, anniversary, etc.) or mistakenly sending a 

Christmas card to a Jewish, Muslim or Atheist client (for example) is bound to lead to 

client dissatisfaction or defection.  

In essence, these kinds of errors paint a picture in the minds of clients that the financial 

advisor simply does not care about them or, worse, is incompetent. Even when it is not 

the advisor, but a member of his staff, who commits the error, it still reflects badly on the 

financial advisor.  

Example	#1	
 

One example is the case of a financial advisor whose office manager was in her sixties 

and had done things essentially the same way for decades. On visiting this advisor’s 

office, it was discovered that they had a CRM software. It was also noted that they were 

using a forms management solution called LaserApp. In studying the softwares, it was 
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also discovered that a form’s data entry fields, if pulled up in LaserApp, could potentially 

be pre-filled from the CRM and then printed all in one step. So, the office manager was 

asked to demonstrate how she fills out a simple form. For this purpose, a one page 

beneficiary change form was used. Sure enough, she found the form in LaserApp. She 

then printed out the form, went into the back of the office and came back with an old 

IBM Selectric typewriter. She set it on her desk and plugged it in. She then fed the form 

into the typewriter and proceeded to type the information by hand. Twenty minutes later, 

she finished the work and said, “This is how we do it.”  

The above example is not uncommon. Often, financial advisors who are rooted in the 

old ways of doing things find it difficult to grow their firms. They hire more people, spend 

more money and still discover that they are not growing. In some cases, a simple 

request from a client to send them a form could be delayed by days or even weeks 

because of the inefficient use of tools that the advisor may already own, but are under-

utilizing.  

Example	#2	
 

In another example, a visit to a financial advisor’s office revealed another potential 

roadblock to consistent client experiences. In this case, when arriving at the office, the 

receptionist was seated facing the front door. Her computer was positioned on her left 

side. Below the screen was a keyboard and in front of the keyboard was a Day-Timer 

appointment book. When a client was leaving, he stopped at the receptionist’s desk to 

book his next appointment. It was clearly seen that she first wrote the appointment in 

the Day-Timer and then typed it into the CRM. When asked why she did this, she 

explained, “I just don’t trust these newfangled gadgets.”  

One observation that could be made is that the receptionist, assuming she was fairly 

accurate in transposing the appointment information from paper to the software, took at 

least twice as long to accomplish the task than someone who might have confidence in 

the CRM and merely typed it directly into the software. Another observation might be 

the reaction of the client who was viewing this. This is a fairly sublime example, but it 
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could speak volumes to this client about the lack of sophistication, accuracy and 

efficiency of that financial advisor’s practice.  

Example	#3	
 

In yet another example, the financial advisor had purchased an integrated software 

solution. This is a platform that typically offers a CRM, Portfolio Management, Financial 

Planning and other softwares all wrapped into the same package. However, he did not 

like the CRM in the package and so, separately, he purchased a stand-alone CRM 

which did not have the capability to share data with the integrated platform. He also did 

not use the financial planning feature much as it was a cash-flow based solution, 

preferring to use a different solution that was goals based. This solution also did not 

share data with the integrated platform. Thus, in order to utilize all these divergent tools, 

it was necessary to type the same information over and over again, which opened the 

door to data entry errors, led to time delays, costing the advisor precious salary dollars 

and he was paying three times as much for the software solutions.  

In this example, inefficient use of time, money and human resources potentially led to 

data entry errors, unnecessary delays and ultimately, poor client service. Had he 

investigated his software choices more thoroughly, he undoubtedly could have lined up 

softwares that do share data without duplicating functionality and would have saved 

thousands of hard dollars in the cost of those softwares as well as soft dollars in the 

improved efficiency and time savings of his office staff.   

Overcoming these issues is not necessarily easy. It requires a disciplined approach to 

transform and optimize a financial advisor’s office operations to result in improved client 

service and consistent experiences for the client. Often, advisors run up against push-

back from their employees due to resistance to change. However, if those same 

employees are given the opportunity to participate in the decisions and educated on 

how their lives can be easier, more efficient and productive, the chances for success 

are greatly enhanced. What follows is a study of the tools and techniques that can be 

used to achieve consistent client experiences. 
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The	Solutions	
 

One of the challenges of running a financial practice is finding ways to integrate 

procedures with technology. The challenge, in part, may stem from the difficulty in 

customizing the technology to work the way the practice needs it to. And, while there is 

no one-size-fits-all approach this this issue, there are technology solutions that have 

built-in the flexibility to provide substantial customization of procedures. One of those 

technology solutions is offered by Redtail Technology. Redtail offers a web-based, client 

relationship management (CRM) solution that is not only affordable to even the smallest 

financial firms, but able to customize its features to match the way a firm operates. But, 

before studying these features as they may relate to the client experience, the first step 

is to research what the firm does or would like to be able to do with respect to 

developing consistent client experiences.  

Mind	Maps	
 

One way to sort through the issues associated with this is by using a mind map. A mind 

map is a diagram used to visually outline information. A mind map is often created 

around a single word or text, placed in the center, to which associated ideas, words and 

concepts are added. Major categories radiate from a central node, and lesser 

categories are sub-branches of larger branches. It is not usually an included feature 

with CRM software, but it is a way to sort through a variety of issues associated with a 

central concept, in this case the client experience. An example of such a mind map 

might look like the following: 
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The above example is one way to sort through the issues prior to employing ways to 

implement. This type of tool can help to define what the probable issues will be, what 

the resource requirements will be and how to standardize the client experience based 

on some objective criteria that takes into account the client’s financial situation and 

needs. Once this type of example has been created, the financial advisory firm can 

move on to developing procedures that will line up with the needs uncovered in the 

mind map.  

Flowcharts	
 

But, before actually writing the procedures, an effective way to visualize how each 

procedure can be developed is to create a simple flowchart. An example of such a 

flowchart is as follows: 
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In the above example you see several columns of task steps associated with this client 

induction process. The concept is to think through all the possible variables so that 

when you actually go to build the process in a workflow management feature, such as 

that inside of Redtail, you will have the different steps and their outcomes already 

figured out, which makes the job of building the workflow and the associated task steps 

and results so much faster and more efficient. 

You will notice in the above example that not all of the steps follow in sequential order. 

This is because in real life, tasks rarely fall one after another. Frequently, there are 

decision points (depicted above as Choices). Some workflow management systems can 

only handle sequential task assignments. But, the Redtail workflow feature has 

considerable flexibility to be able to handle most any type of situation that the advisor 

may encounter in completing a series of steps in a workflow. Essentially, there are four 

types of workflows; sequential, non-sequential, decision trees and loop-backs. The 

sequential are one task triggers the next (arguably the simplest of workflows). The non-

sequential could be cases where some steps can be skipped, if unnecessary. The 

decision tree is a series of choices as depicted above. The loop-back is a workflow 

where a point may be reached where, due to something missing for instance, the 

advisor or staff member needs to loop-back to an earlier step to gather additional 

information or perform the step over again. All of these can be constructed in Redtail. 
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The advantage is that whatever the workflow requirements of the financial advisory firm, 

Redtail is probably going to be able to handle it. 

The advantage of using these workflows is the automation. The financial advisor and/or 

his staff do not have to remember what the next step might be or worry that something 

was overlooked. In Redtail’s workflow feature, as each step is completed, depending on 

the result chosen, the next step is automatically generated and assigned to the 

appropriate person to perform. And, each completed step is recorded in the client 

record. Additionally, there is a workflow funnel report available so that management can 

view all the current workflows in process to spot delays and be able to target the issues 

associated with the delays. 

Redtail	Workflow	Feature	
 

So, let’s take a look at how this feature actually works. Under the tab ‘Manage Your 

Account’, click on Workflow Templates. 

The following screen will appear: 

 

This account shows three workflow processes. To examine each one, you click on the 

item in the first set of rows. For this purpose, Client Account Review was clicked. When 

clicked, it will reveal the workflow steps associated with the workflow process: 
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Then, if you wish to see the results associated with each step in the process, you can 

click on any one of the steps. For this purpose, the Analyze client data and prepare 

reports step was clicked: 

 

You can see from the above screen that there are two possible results. With this 

workflow, the step highlighted could have been finished or it might require extra step(s) 

to finish and move on to the next step. This is called a loop-back. If finished were to 

have been clicked on, the step would have been completed and the next logical step 

would be automatically assigned. Once the templates have been written, using a 

workflow with a client is relatively simple. You navigate to a contact record, click on 

Contact overview and then select Workflows. The following screen appears: 
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To add a new workflow associated with this contact, you click on the link on the right 

side of the page to attach a new workflow. The Attach New Workflow dialog box 

appears: 

 

You simply select from the Process dropdown the process you wish to attach and add 

the dates accordingly. 
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As can be seen from the above view, the client account review workflow process was 

selected. Once you click on the Attach Workflow Process, it will set up the workflow and 

create the first step (assigning it automatically to the appropriate staff person).  

Workflows can be a great tool to ensure that all steps in a process are completed and 

nothing slips through the cracks. The fact that a particular workflow can be applied to 

different clients for a variety of processes that require several steps to complete makes 

this a fantastic tool for ensure consistency in what the client may experience with the 

financial practitioner. Nevertheless, it is far from the only tool that could be used. For 

some firms, using a simpler tool fits the way that firm works. 

 

Checklists	Feature	
 

Another, simpler tool available in Redtail is the Checklists feature. Checklists can be 

used similarly to the workflows, but represent a simpler approach. Similar to setting up 

workflow templates, checklists can be created in the Manage Your account screen. 

When ‘checklist templates’ is clicked, the following screen appears: 
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For this example (above), one checklist is shown – Create new file folder. And, it shows 

that there are four tasks listed in this checklist. Clicking the checklist title will reveal 

those steps. You can see from the image below that there are ‘Add’ buttons on the right 

side. You can add new tasks to an existing checklist or create a new checklist. 

 

Here is another shot of the tasks, as the above image is difficult to see: 

 

The description area can be used to provide more details on each task. These 

checklists can then be used in conjunction with a contact record by going to the contact 

overview and clicking on Checklists. By clicking the Attach New Checklist link on the 

right side of the page, a new checklist is added to that client record: 
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By clicking the entry above and selecting view checklist tasks, the following dialog box 

appears: 

 

Each task shows, along with a notes box where the employee can add details on his/her 

progress and add any issues that should be recorded. Also, the box on the right side of 
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the task entry allows the assigned person to select a status, such as started, in 

progress, completed, etc. 

Checklists can be created to cover a variety of topics, and they provide documentation, 

not only for consistency, but for managerial oversight as well as compliance reporting. 

Mail	Merge	Feature	
 

Most CRM softwares have some sort of mail merge template capabilities. This is where 

the name address and salutation are automatically placed in a standard letter of some 

sort, which can speed up the process of preparing such letters for a group of clients. 

Here is an example of one such letter, in this case a simple thank you letter: 

 

What may be surprising is that Mail merge can be used for so much more than just 

sending out bulk letters to clients. 

For example, something associated with client data could be collected for use in a 

workflow or process. For this example, a case preparation worksheet is prepared, using 
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mail merge technology to create a filled out form with specific data associated with the 

task. This might be used internally, to gather any other information that might be 

needed, but because the ‘base data’ is automatically added to the worksheet, much of 

the typing involved has been reduced with the strong possibility that errors due to 

typing, etc. would also be reduced. 
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The above example is just to identify the type of document that could potentially be 

used in a mail merge format other than just setting up letters. And, while not all of the 

data fields above could be filled from Redtail, many of them could. This potentially could 

save hours of work and provide a more consistent approach to the data needed prior to 

a client appointment. The document itself could be saved to the appropriate client 

record where it could be viewed and/or used by other staff members. Because the 

Redtail CRM database is built with such flexibility, there may be dozens of ways to use 

this feature. 

Activities	
 

Activities can be customized to suit the way the firm operates. Redtail has four default 

activity types: 1) Appointment, 2) Phone Call, 3) Task and 4) Unassigned. These are 

system types and cannot be changed. However, Additional custom activity types can be 

added. Below is a list that has been customized: 

 

The point of such customization is to reflect the specific types of activities that can be 

used and later tracked. With the above list, for example, perhaps the firm would want to 

track the flow of initial prospect meetings to ensure consistency in adding new clients to 
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the firm. Once the activity type is determined, it is a simple matter of using the Activities 

Report function in Redtail to pull up a list of contacts that have that type of activity. You 

can also narrow the search, by some other search criteria, such as geographic location 

or other. Once the report is created, it can be exported to excel, a PDF or you can send 

the list to search, where you can do such things as create a bulk email, mail merge 

letter or bulk assignment of a task. This provides tremendous power in how the firm can 

manipulate data to fit the needs of the practice. 

Custom	Fields	
 

Some time ago, I visited a financial advisors office and while I was waiting in the 

reception area, I noticed one staff member walking into a small conference room with a 

tray of items that included coffee, cookies, writing instruments and other items. I asked 

what the tray was for and the staff member told me that they had developed a set of 

personal items that their clients like, inputted it into their CRM and then made sure that 

those items were available in the conference room when the client(s) arrived. This 

staffer mentioned to me that she once brought an iced tea into a client meeting for the 

client who then joked, “What? No umbrella?” From that moment on, each time he 

returned for a client appointment, his drink always had an umbrella. He called her his 

umbrella lady. 

The point of this story is that, by using their CRM to categorize the client and also to 

identify personal interests, they could ensure that the client experience was exceptional 

and noticed. It was also easy for the staff to deliver those kinds of touches. Granted, this 

is a small example. But, if this extends to all types of service deliverables, then it can 

have a remarkable effect on the client’s perception of the firm and its services.  
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Sometimes, it is the little things that count. Having accurate records in a CRM can lead 

to the delivery of superior services as well as convince a client to think he or she is the 

only client you have. Taking notes and then placing those notes in the CRM for future 

reference, making promises and delivering on those promises ahead of time can simply 

add to the WOW factor. 

Keywords	
 

Keywords are one way to address a variety of information needs related to developing 

consistent client experiences. From something as critical as risk tolerance to something 

as benign as refreshments, responding consistently to those needs can have a 

remarkable effect on the client’s perception of the financial advisor and/or the firm. As 

an example, the keywords list in Redtail can be customized with any number of 

variables and can be added to as the firm encounters other needs. The image below is 

one such example: 
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Categories	
 

As a financial practice grows, a point will be reached in which the practitioner may wish 

to consider developing ways to categorize his/her clients to identify profit levels on a per 

client basis. Even more important, is identifying service levels associated with those 

same clients. It simply does not make sense to offer the same level of service to a client 

who has placed small amounts of investable dollars with the advisor versus one who 

has invested millions with that same advisor. Therefore, methods need to be devised for 

identifying and then carrying out service levels that match the client’s needs and are 

cost-efficient for the advisor.  

Some advisors have used a system consisting of such names as Platinum, Gold, Silver 

and Bronze as categories and then assigning Asset under management (AUM) levels to 

each of those categories. However, this may not go far enough in fairly delivering 

services to those clients who may not exactly fall into one or another category. So, how 

can a financial advisor develop a system of categorization that fits the unique 

characteristics of a diverse array of client types and/or service deliverables?  

The first and most fundamental step is to analyze the client base. By creating a 

spreadsheet (for instance) that shows how many clients fall into different levels of AUM, 

fees or planning retainers, it may be possible to uncover breakpoints that can later 

serve as the criteria for categorization. Here is an example: 

 

The above example shows a comparison between identified client categories (which 

platinum representing the highest AUM) and client count per category. This type of 
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analysis can reveal some surprises. As can be seen above, the silver category has the 

third lowest investable asset numbers, yet has the highest client count. The platinum 

category, which contains the highest levels of invested assets, is barely in second place 

in client count. In this example, the financial advisory firm had created these categories, 

but then split out of each category those clients who had managed accounts versus 

those who had accounts placed through a brokerage firm (custodian). The feeling was 

that fees from these two account types should be reflected in the service levels. And, 

while there does seem to be a correlation between the two account types, there is very 

little correlation between the AUM categories and the client count, which suggests that 

this firm needs to better understand where their clients are coming from and to focus on 

that sweet spot. As an example, the silver category above shows the highest number of 

clients for the firm, but is only third in the amount of potential fee revenue for that same 

firm. In other words, the amount of time and resources used by the firm to serve the 

needs of this group is likely to be much higher than the other categories unless some 

way is developed to match the services to the client category. 

What makes this difficult is if that firm had not adjusted services levels in the past and is 

now imposing those levels on existing clients, which could have the effect of losing 

clients who were enjoying higher levels of service. Thus, a line-in-the-sand approach 

might be warranted. This is where the firm decides to adjust service levels 

appropriately, but only for new clients. While this has a minimal effect on increasing net 

profitability in the near term, it may preserve the existing clients.  

In Redtail, there is a Contact Category list with only two default entries, 1) Contact and 

2) Personal Client. However, you can add as many other entries as needed. The 

following shows a simple example: 
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It is possible to devise a list that categorizes clients by the amount of revenue received, 

the amount of assets under management or other criteria. But, it is equally important to 

fully define these categories so that the client can receive an appropriate level of service 

and meet or exceed their expectations. As the contact category is a searchable field, it 

can be used in conjunction with other search criteria (often referred to as Boolean 

search terms) to filter a list of clients to match a task needed in the office.  

Personal	Interests	
 

The personal interest field can be selected from a custom list. However, this function in 

Redtail has the unique ability to select an item from the list and then add typed info 

afterwards. This means that the advisor is not limited to a static list, but has the option 

to type from scratch, or add something after an existing list item. 
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Once filled in, the information will be located in the Know Your Client area of the contact 

record. There are many potential choices for using this field. But, remember that if you 

are writing items into this field on the fly, you could make it difficult to use as a search 

criteria. Here is an example of some choices that might be used: 

 

User	Defined	Fields	(UDFs)	
 

When all else fails and you cannot figure out how to use an existing field, you can 

design your own, using the User Defined Fields list. This allows for creativity in adding a 

special field or fields to the database that might not be properly filled with one of the 

existing data fields. Here is an example: 
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In the contact record, UDFs are found on the overview page near the bottom on the 

right side.  

 

Clicking on the Edit link on the right side of the ‘User Defined Fields’ box will allow you 

to add an item from the list. Here is an example: 

 

What makes this important is that, in the above example, you would know not to offer 

foods or snacks that contain peanuts. It is just one more way to convey the message to 

your clients that they are important to you. 
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Search	Feature	
 

By far, one of the most sophisticated, yet easy to use features, is the advanced search 

function. Not only can very specific search criteria be used, it can also be saved, not as 

a list, but as a set of search criteria. In this way, contacts can be added or removed and 

the next time that saved search is used, it will be accurate. Here is an example: 

 

To begin, one merely selects one of the fields from the dropdown box. You then can 

select Boolean operand, such as begins with, equal to, greater than, less than, not 

equal to, or empty. Then you type in the criteria. If you have selected a field with preset 

criteria, those choices will appear in a dropdown. You can then click the search button 

to reveal the results of the search. However, that is far from all you can do. You can 

also add additional criteria to narrow the search. 
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The image above shows a search of contacts in a specific zip code with a birthday 

month of May. Notice that next to the search button is a button that says, ‘save as 

Quicklist’. If you devise a search that may be applicable in the future, it might be a good 

idea to save it as a Quicklist. Again, this does not save the search, but the search 

criteria. So, each time the Quicklist is used, it will be accurate to your current contact 

database. An example of how this search capability relates to consistent client 

experiences is shown below: 

 

In the above example, you see that the search is asking for all ‘A’ clients who are 

current clients, who are an individual and have an investment model strategy of 

Conservative Growth. This gets pretty specific in what you will get in the results. But, 

even this is far from the only thing you can do. Once the search criteria are established, 

you then have several options at your disposal to work with this information.  

The options fall into various categories, such as Labels, exports, mail merge, other 

reports, custom exports and a list of options related to bulk activities, such as  bulk 

keyword entries, bulk activity entries, bulk checklist assignments and many, many 

others. 
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This capability allows for much higher levels of productivity and efficiency. It can 

contribute to higher client satisfaction levels and add the ability to do things on a bulk 

basis, instead of having to individually enter data one record at a time.  

 	

Select One: 

Add to Seminar 
Add to Tag Group 
Assign Keywords 
Broadcast email 
Bulk Checklist Assignment 
Bulk Contact Category Change 
Bulk Contact Source Change 
Bulk Activity Entry 
Bulk Note Entry 
Bulk Permission Change 
Bulk Referred by Change 
Bulk Servicing Advisor Change 
Bulk User Defined Field 
Bulk Workflow Assignment 
Bulk Writing Advisor Change 
And, many, many more options 
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Interviews	
 

In the course of doing research for this white paper, several interviews were conducted 

with two groups of people, key employees of Redtail Technology and early adopter 

subscribers. The point of the interviews was to get two perspectives on the use of 

Redtail as a way to develop consistent client experiences. The two perspective sought 

were internal and external.  

In speaking with Paul Cantrell, Technical Writer with Redtail, he emphasized two 

impacts; 1) Processes and, 2) Commitment and education of the advisor’s team. He 

mentioned that these can be addressed through workflows and checklists. He also 

pointed to some other features as an integral way to develop consistent client 

experiences. He mentioned, for instance, that the ‘personal interests’ field and the 

‘important information’ field can be used creatively. But, he cautioned that while the 

database is extremely important, it is just as important to develop and train the advisor’s 

team to execute client touches beyond the average. 

Another conversation was held with Rick Williamson, a subject matter expert with 

Redtail. Rick mentioned that advisors are underutilizing some of the features, especially 

the Quicklists. Workflows, he said, are hard to teach, but very valuable if the advisor’s 

staff can master them. 

Yet another conversation with Sarah K. Green, who is also a subject matter expert, 

pointed to the Notes and Activity categories not being used enough and could be used 

creatively to contribute to the overall client experience. 

These discussions with the above three employees were helpful in steering the 

research in the right direction. However, to get a full perspective it was necessary to 

speak with actual users. The first of these interviews was with Kate Marvel 

(www.sfpindy.com). She mentioned several things she is doing in Redtail. Two biggest 

things are keeping track of upcoming activities and keeping track of what has been 

done, according to Kate. She also suggested the following list of things she does: 
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1. Uses 18 different categories 
2. Sets up recurring tasks color coded re-occurs every 120 days. 
3. Most client appts are scheduled while they are in a meeting. 
4. Color codes calendar with away times, task times, schedules time out of office, 

remote meetings with clients 
5. Does not use workflow mgmt. feature 
6. Uses merge templates extensively.  
7. Uses Quicklists and tag groups. Annual holiday party is a tag group.  
8. Sends out monthly notices of seminars. 

Another conversation was held with Chip Hutchison (www.hutchisongroup.com), one of 

the original users of Redtail. He emphasized that he used merge templates and 

workflows. Interestingly, in his office, Redtail is verb, not a noun, (i.e. We Redtail that) 

referring to the use of Redtail as an integral part of every activity in his office. He also 

likes the fact that bulk activities can be done, such as bulk emails. 

The final interview was with Bragg Comer (www.braggcomer.com), who is owner of a 

one-person firm. He stated that Redtail is his hub. It is the center of his operations and 

communications. He mentioned that, because of his firm’s size, he does not use 

workflows. However, he has developed several data integrations with other services, 

such as MoneyGuidePro and Assetbook.  

The one consensus found in all six of these interviews was that Redtail is an extremely 

important part of a financial advisor’s practice operations and can be configured to 

develop and enhance the Client’s experience while providing the means to sustain 

consistency in that experience. What was also evident is that there is no one way of 

achieving this. An office with 12 employees might have developed a different approach 

or used a different set of features than a firm with only one employee.  
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Conclusions	
 

One obvious conclusion that can be made after all this research is that flexibility is the 

key to developing consistent client experiences. The CRM needs to have flexibility to 

use the tools as they apply to the financial advisor’s practice. Otherwise, you may find 

that a one-size fits all approach simply does not work. One of the reasons why it doesn’t 

work is that firms come in all sizes and shapes. The one-person firm may have little 

need for workflows, but definitely could benefit from checklists. Whereas, the larger firm 

could benefit greatly from workflows. 

Having customizable fields and lists are another huge bonus, when a firm with specific 

informational needs is trying to adapt the CRM to the way they work. Having the option 

of creating unique fields (UDFs, Keywords, Important Information, etc.) that can conform 

to the nomenclature of the firm is a big help in correctly storing the information deemed 

critical to enhancing consistent client experiences.  

Having advanced search capabilities is yet another important contributor to the client 

experience as bulk activities, such as sending out merge letters while making it appear 

as though they were individually typed and sent. The workload on the financial advisor’s 

staff is reduced, accuracy is increased and more time of the advisor can be spent doing 

what he/she does best, meeting with and talking to clients and prospects. 

The final conclusion that can be made is that Redtail is capable of doing all of the 

above. It has the tools and the flexibility to use those tools creatively to develop and 

enhance consistent client experiences. And, using those tools and techniques 

mentioned in this white paper will provide the financial advisor and his firm with greater 

efficiency, productivity and profitability. 
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Addendum	A:	A	Brief	History	of	Client	Relationship	Management	
Software	
 

1980s - Direct Marketing, a practice pioneered by Lester Wunderman, evolves to 

Database Marketing. Database marketing put more emphasis on statistical techniques 

for understanding customer behavior. This data was then used to create personalized 

communications with potential customers. Robert D. "Bob" and Kate Kestnbaum (sp?)  

are often mentioned as the trailblazers of this technology. 

1986 - Pat Sullivan and Mike Muhney founded Conductor Software. They released their 

first product ACT! in 1987, which is recognized as the pioneering contact management 

application. ACT! Subsequently was sold and/or changed hands several times. 

Goldmine and others followed suit with their own releases. These were released as 

DOS based programs originally and later evolved into the Microsoft Windows operating 

system and eventually the Apple iOS operating system. 

Late 1980s – Client/Server architecture is introduced, spurred by the wide adoption of 

PCs. This provides end users with far more computing power on their desks and 

creates an opportunity for thousands of new software companies. The earliest CRM 

vendors have their roots in PC-based contact management software during this period. 

Early 1990s - Contact management evolves into sales-oriented software (often referred 

to as sales force automation or SFA), and early adopters such as Saratoga Systems 

and Brock Systems introduce products. These systems automated standard processes 

for sales professionals to promote efficiency in tracking leads, opportunities and deals. 

1993 - Tom Siebel forms Siebel Systems, which will become the dominant SFA player 

in short order. Earlier in his career, Siebel headed Oracle's direct marketing division and 

created a program to streamline the sales process. He tried but failed to convince 

Oracle to adopt the concept. 

Mid 1990s - The term "customer relationship management" (CRM) wins out as the most 

popular term for front-office applications. Most industry insiders credit Gartner with 

coining the term, but others will point to Tom Siebel, IBM or John Anton. Several terms 
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including CIS (customer information system) and CIM (customer information 

management) float around for several years, but CRM wins out. 

Late 1990s - Siebel releases Siebel Sales Handheld, one of the first mobile CRM 

applications. The following year, other major vendors such as Oracle and SAP released 

mobile applications. These early mobile applications were limited in functionality and 

had serious storage issues, with some only able to handle customer records of 20 or 

less.  

1999 – Salesforce introduces the first Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) product. Originally, 

Salesforce is viewed as a "toy" for smaller businesses. However, the system evolves to 

add functionality and scalability, while still firmly focused on a sales-oriented approach 

to customer information management. 

Early 2000s - Microsoft enters the CRM market with the release of Dynamics CRM. The 

product is fairly limited at first, but touts strong integration to Microsoft Outlook as a 

primary benefit.  

2003 - Redtail Technology was founded in March of 2003 and is one of the first 

providers in the financial services industry of web-based Client Relationship 

Management (CRM), paperless office and email archiving solutions.  Easily affordable, 

easy to implement and offering integration with many of the industry’s most widely-used 

applications, Redtail is committed to providing financial advisors with the core 

technologies that drive their day-to-day operations. Redtail’s CRM is service-based and 

not limited to a sales-based platform. 

2012 – Other software vendors begin to follow Redtail’s lead and retool their desktop-

based CRM software to be web-based. 

Today - Redtail Technology, Inc. is the leader in Web-Based Client Relationship 

Management solutions for the Financial Advisor. Redtail is bringing next-generation 

technology to the Financial Advisor to help them better manage their client base so that 

they can have MORE TIME, earn MORE MONEY and have MORE FUN! 


